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PREFACE 
Dear customer,  

Thank you for choosing our solar power system. We have designed this solar 

power system according to the requirement of the power market with many years of 

technical experience. The system is intelligent with powerful function, and it improves 

the reliability and applied scope in a large scale.  

The product instruction contains important information of installation and 

maintenance. Please keep it properly and read the instruction carefully so as to make 

full use of the perfect functions of this system and prolong its service life 

INTRODUCTION  

3HZ-HMPseries solar power system is a kind of photovoltaic equipment which 

converts solar power into electricity. It can satisfy household power supply for 

electricity absent families. It’s applicable to many mini-watt appliances, such as CFL, 

electric fan, radio, TV, etc. We can design specially for villages and other areas that 

lack of electricity. This system is an independent solar power system and is pollution 

free, safe, reliable, and maintenance free with long lifespan but low operation fee. 

 

STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLE  

3HZ-HMPseries solar power systems mainly consist of solar panel, solar 

controller, battery, inverter, etc. Solar power is converted into electricity; under the 

regulation of solar controller, the converted electricity is stored into the battery (this 

process is charging); when lighting, turn on to let the controller work, so the battery 

will supply power for the load (this process is discharging). The main function of 

controller is to regulate the process of charging and discharging. When power of 

battery is not enough during working time, the power will be turned off by the 

controller to protect the battery from over discharging; when the battery is full, but the 

solar panel is still supplying power, it will start over charging protection automatically.  

After opening the packaging, please read the manual and operate accordingly. 

It will prolong the service life of this system. So you can avoid unnecessary loss 
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Attention 

Please read the following messages before operating 3HZ-HMP50 

solar power system  

1. The system is designed for small places or families to supply power  

2. Please put the case in indoor dry places in case of destroying this system  

3. Please put the case in places where children cannot reach for fear of 

hazard  

4. Do not operate the system in situation where it is inflammable of explosive  

5. Do not put any dangerous articles nearby the system  

6. Please connect the load in order as the controlling case shows  

7. Do not connect the system with other generators, such as wind driven 

generator and diesel driven generator  

8. Please cover the solar panels in faint light before you connect the system  

9. Be careful because sparkle may occur when connecting  

10. Let wires wrapped by protecting pipe if you want to lay them 

underground  

11. Please check the batteries regularly; refresh startup environment; check 

its polarity and connection to make sure the wires are not eroded or placed 

incorrectly.  

12. Make sure the system is turned off before connecting wires.  

13. Do not connect the solar panel with the incorrect polarity; put the wires in 

places where it is not easy to reach after connection.  

14. Do not exceed the load limit that the system can supply, or it may cause 

damage to the system.  
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Instruction on the Case`s Appearance 

 

 

 

 

Front faceplate showed as follows 

 

1:   Mp3 Lin-in Refer to page 12-13 for details     

2：DC 12VOUTPUT  

3：DC 5VOUTPUT 

4：AC Refer to page 14-17 for details        

5：DC 12VOUTPUT 

6：etup (DC switch) Refer to page 7-11 for details 

7：Controller Refer to page 7-11 for details 

 

Remove the packaging:  
Please open the packaging and check whether the system is damaged 
during transportation; make sure there are all the accessories. Please 
contact the manufacturer or distributor immediately, if you find it is 
damaged or some accessories are missing. 
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Rear Faceplate Showed as Follows 

 

 

 

1: AC 220VOUTPUT       

2：DC 12VOUTPUT   

3：DC 12VOUTPUT 

4：AC 220V Switch 

5：Main Switch (Attention: Please turn on when operating the 

system or charging.)   

6：Solar Panel Input Sock 

 

Attention：Please make out the signs on the case’s faceplate before connecting 

wires for fear of destruction of the system due to incorrect operation. 
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 Installation 

Steps  

1. The solar panels should be installed in assigned places; Attention: when 

installation, the solar panel should face toward the sun, and the best angle of 

inclination is 10-30° (according to the local latitude) to assure the solar panel will 

work normally. Do not install the panel in places where the sunshine can not reach  

2. Please connect the polarity of solar panel correctly( the red wire stands for positive 

pole, and blue or black wire, negative pole)  

3. Please plug in the solar charging socket of the case with the output plug of solar 

panel; make sure all the wires are connected correctly. Turn on the earth leakage 

circuit-breaker (the main switch), and then you can operate the system normally.  

Solar panel is connected as the picture shows 

Attention:  

Please connect the wires correctly as the picture shows. Solar panels are installed 

outdoors; other equipment (like electricity controlling box, battery) should be installed 

indoors if there are no protecting measures.  

Warning: electric shock hazard! Photovoltaic array may produce high voltage; 

please cover the solar panel before connectin 
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                            Instruction on the Control Panel 
 

一、Instruction  

Charging Status Indicator： 

When the system works normally and the sunshine can reach the 
surface of panel, charging indicator is always on with green color. That 
means the charging circuit is normal; when battery meets overvoltage, 
charging indicator flashes with green color. Referto troubleshooting. 

Charging Status Indicat 

INDICATOR STATUS SYSTEM STATUS 

Always on normal 

Flash quickly overvoltage 

 

Battery status indicator: 

Battery voltage condition is showed as follows; when No.1 battery 
indicator flashes slowly with red color, it means that battery is under-
voltage; when No.1 indicator flashes quickly with red color, it means 
battery is over-discharging. Refer to next chapter for troubleshooting  

Battery status indicator                                      

LED1 LED2 LED3 LED4 SYSTEM 

STATUS 

Flash slowly  ×   ×   ×   Under-voltage  

Flash quickly  ×   ×   ×   Over-
discharging  

“○ ”indicator on                                                                   “×” indicator off 
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Battery Voltage is up  

LED1 LED2 LED3 LED4 System 
status 

○  ○  ×  ×  ＞12.8V 

○  ○  ○  ×  ＞13.4V 

○  ○  ○  ○  ＞14.1V 

Battery Voltage is down  

○  ○  ○  ×  ＜13.4V 

○  ○  ×  ×  ＜12.8V 

○  ×  ×  ×  ＜12.4V 

 “○ ”indicator on                                                                  “×” indicator off 
 

Load Status Indicator： 

When the system supplies power normally, the load status indicator 
is always on. When the current of load is 1.25 times more than its rated 
current for 60 seconds, or it is 1.5 times more than its rated current for 5 
seconds (Overload), the load status Indicator flashes slowly. When the 
load is short-circuit, the indicator will flash quickly. Refer to the next 
chapter for troubleshooting. 

Load Status Indicator                                         

INDICATOR STATUS SYSTEM STATUS 

Always on Load is on 

off Load is off 

Flash slowly Over load 

Flash quickly Short circuit 
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二、System Setup  

·Controlling Measures of Load Output      

We the system is power on normally, press the SETUP button to 
control load output. Each time you press the button, you will change the 
status (on/off) of the load output. 

·Setup for Battery Type 

Press the Setup button more than 5 seconds; Battery indicator No.1, 
2, 3 will flash accordingly. Press the Setup button again and choose your 
target battery type, stop pressing till the indicator not flashing, then Setup 
is over. Please refer to the following chart for details 

Choice of Battery Type 

1 2 3 
Battery Type 

○   Sealed 

○ ○  Gel 

        ○ ○ ○ Flooded 

“○ ”indicator on                                                                   “×” indicator off 

三、Protection and Troubleshooting  

Self-protection Function of system  

·Load Overload 

If the load current exceeds the rated current of load, the controller 

will disconnect the load. Overloading must be cleared up by reducing the 

quantity of load, then pressing the Setup button. 

 ·Load Short Circuit 

When the load meets short circuit, the controller will start self-
protection function; after one automatic load reconnect attempt, the 
fault must be clear up by the quantity of load, then pressing the Setup 
button. 
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·Battery Polarity Reverse 

Fully protection against battery polarity reverse; It won`t cause 

damage to the controller; Correct the mistake to resume normal 

operation. 

·Damaged Local Temperature Sensor  

If the temperature sensor short-circuited or damaged, The controller 

will regulate charging or discharging at the default temperature 25℃ to 

prevent the battery from overcharging or over-discharging 

·High Voltage Transients 

This controller can only protect the system from high voltage 

transients of little energy; in lightning prone areas, additional external 

arrestor is recommended 

The explosion of danger! When replace the battery must not will open type 

lead-acid battery installation case inside! The system also will not placed in a 

battery of gas may be airtight place together. 

Banned connected over system load power surge of electrical equipment, in        
case of damage to the system! 

Need to move when using, make sure all the wiring are fixed. Virtual 
continued contact can lead to heat gathered together may cause serious 

fires. 

Replacement battery, positive and negative connected to the positive and 
negative wire to short circuit can cause fires even explosion danger! Please 
operation carefully! 

Electric shock risk! PV array may generate high voltage when connecting 

must avoid shock. 

System damaged! Balanced can make the battery voltage increase to that 
could damage the sensitive dc load level. Need verification system load of all 
input voltage are allowed greater than storage battery charging    equilibrium 
value. 

System damaged! Charging excessive, gas exhalation too much it might 
damage the battery plate, and lead to the active material of battery plate fall 
off. Balance charge voltage is too high may cause damage. Please examine 

system used in the specific requirements of the battery. 
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Troubleshooting  

                                                 
FAULTS POSSIBLE 

REASONS 
TROUBLESHOOTING 

Charging Status indicator 
off during daytime when 
sunshine falls on the 
solar panels properly 

PV array 
disconnection  

Check that wire connection 
between solar panel and battery 
is correct and tight 

Charging status indicator 
flashes quickly  

battery meets 
overvoltage  

Check whether the voltage of 
battery is too high and 
disconnect the wire between 
solar panel and battery 

No.1 battery status 
indicator flashes slowly  

Battery 
meets under 
voltage  

It won`t influence the output; the 
indicator will be always on after 
getting fully charged 

No.1 battery status 
indicator flashes quickly 
and the load is not 
working  

Battery 
meets over 
discharge  

The system cut off output 
automatically; the indicator will 
be always on after getting fully 
charged 

Load status indicator 
flashes slowly  

overload  Reduce the quantity of load; 
press the Setup button and 
output will be normal after 3 
seconds. 

Load status indicator 
flashes quickly  

Load meets 
short circuit  

If it is the first time meeting 
short circuit, after 10 seconds, 
the output will be recovered 
once automatically; or you can 
press the Setup button for 3 
seconds and the output will be 
normal; if the load continually 
meets short circuit fault for a 
second time, you can only take 
the second measure. 

 

Attention: No LED indicator is on; please check the voltage of battery with 
multimeter; start the system only if the voltage is over 6V . 

Attention: Charging status indicator is off when wires are connected 

correctly; Please check the voltage of input terminal; input voltage must be 

higher than that of battery 
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 Instruction on Speaker 

Characteristic 

1. LCD  

2. Insert TF card or flash disk to start Mp3 mode automatically;  

Sound Effects: rock, pop, classic, gentle, jazz, mega bass  

Circulation Mode: normal, repeat one, repeat all, random play  

B2.0 high-speed transmission, USB1.1 completely compatible  

Host Function: Flash disk, TF card supportable  

Tone quality: American SRS surround sound, perfect tone quality  

3. Brand new aluminum diaphragm loudspeaker; clear high pitch, full low pitch; 

unique design, perfect tone quality  

4. New integrated stereo digital loudspeaker can connect your MP3 player, MP4, 

CD, DVD, IPOD, IPHONE, GPS, PSP, Mobile Phone, laptop, Flash disk, MICRO SD.  

5. Multiply power supply: solar power, PC USB, DC-5V Adapter; you can enjoy 

music at will.  

6. FM radio function, clear tone quality, you can enjoy your favorite channel at 

will.(it is favorable to places where the FM broadcast can reach)  

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

【speaker specification】  

Distortion： 2 %         

Frequency Response Scope：

150-200 Hz  

Sensitivity：   2 dB      

Horn Size：   50mm  

Treble boost/ attenuation： 

1 dB  

Peak power：8W    

Power：    3Wx2   

【output power】RMS 6W(3W+3W) THD=10% 

【Frequency Response】150-

18000Hz(±3dB) 

【loudspeaker】1.77 inches(45MM) 

antimagnetic, 4ohm 

【LINE IN】3.5mm stereo plug 

【power input】5V/1000mA AC adapter,  

USB power switch line (optional) 

【Attention】5V-5.5V are suitable to operate 

the speaker, you can take 5V adapter or PC 5V 

USB as power supply. It will cause line fault when 

the voltage is over 6V. 
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1. Switch           2. Pause  

3. Sound effect (7 sound effects 

optional)            4. Repeat one  

5. Mute              6. Switchover  

7. Next song      8. Last song  

9. Low               10. Loud  

11. Switchover between Flash 
disk and TF Card (When used 
simultaneously) 

1: Play mode (short press) /select 

channel automatically and memorize 

channel (long press)  

2: Radio/Mp3  

3: Tone equalizer  

4: Flash Disk Slot  

5: TF card Slot  

6: Radio Mode Sign 

7: Turn down (Long press)/ 

Last song (short press)  

8: play/pause; channel 

selection  

9: Turn down (Long press)/ 

Last song (short press)  

10: Charging socket  

11: Audio in  

12: Switch 
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Operation of AC Output 

 
Output power 

The continuous output power of this system is 240W, continuous 
output power for 30 minutes, 150W, peak power, 300W. This system can 
supply power for many loads within its rated power. Since some high-
power appliances can only be started with high current, thus this system 
may not be suitable for some appliances, even if the rated power of 
these appliances doesn't exceed that of the inverter. 

How to Use: 

This system is suitable for those 220V appliances whose continuous 
power is or less than 120W. The output waveform is modified sine wave. 
That means the function of this kind of power source is similar to AC sine 
wave. The power or so called “watt” means the rated power of this 
system. When the system is started at that very second, the power 
consumption is higher than that in its normal working time. Instant power 
consumption reaches to their peak point when TV, Display and motor 
start to work. Though it maximum power is 300W, some appliances 
whose power is less than 150W will exceed that limit. Thus it may start 
overload protection with system turned off. The same situation may 
occur, when it drives many appliances. If you want to do so, please turn 
off all the appliances first, turn on the system and then turn on the 
appliances one by one. You should turn on the appliance whose peak 
power is highest first. 

Display and Control System 

1. This system has two AC output sockets. Thus, it can supply power for two 220V 

appliances whose total continuous power is or less than 120W at the same time. 

2. When turn on the system, the green indicator is on and AC power output is 

working 

3. When the red Indicator is on (protecting indicator), that mean AC output is turned 

off caused by overvoltage/ under voltage/ overload/high temperature 

4. Plug in the AC output socket with the plug of appliances, turn on the AC switch; 

you should plug in one by one. 
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5. When the system is working, the voltage of battery starts to drop. Buzzing alarm 

will be given off when the voltage decreases to10.4V-11V. At that time, you 

should turn off the PC or other sensitive appliances. 

6. If the alarm is neglected, system will be turned off automatically when the 

voltage decreases to 9.7V-10.3V. So it will avoid the feed of battery 

7. The system will be turned off automatically with red protecting indicator on when 

the power of load is over 120W or the current exceeds the peak point. 

8. The system will be turned off automatically with alarm given off and the red 

protecting indicator is working when it exceeds the maximum of working 

temperature, and if the environment temperature is too high caused by 

insufficient ventilation.  

9. AC power output will be turned off automatically if the voltage of battery rises too 

quickly caused by abnormal charging. 

10. When the power of AC output is over 100W, the cooling fan starts working. 

11. AC power output will be turned off automatically once meeting overload, over 

voltage or high temperature 

Protecting TYP code on the screen 

 

Protecting TYP Code 

Overvoltage F01 

Under voltage F02 

High temperature F03 

Overload F04 

 

Attention: If input voltage is over 33V, it may damage the system even if the 

system has overload protecting function 

Warning: shock hazard. Do not operate the AC output when the system is not 

grounded 
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Solution for AC Failure 

 
Interference to electric device 

General speaking, the AC that this system supply is almost the same 

with AC for home use. But, there are two exceptions 

Hum given out by Audio system or Radio 

The filtering system in the power-supply system of some cheap stereo 

systems, power amplifiers and FM radio is not good enough. When 

driven by this system, slight hum will be given off. Generally, the only 

solution to this problem is to replace a good filter for these audio 

products. 

Signal Interference of TV 

Protective device of this system can minimize interference of the TV 

signal. However, if the TV signal is too weak. The interference will be 

emerged on screen in the form of wave or snowflake. You can take the 

following measures to weaken or eliminate the problem of interference. 

You can enlarge the distance between this system and TV, antenna. 

Adjust the layout of TV, antenna, wires and this system and optimize 

their positions. You might as well use high-quality antenna and wires with 

isolated protecting system to maximize the TV signal. 
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Troubleshooting: 

Fault: appliances don't work, AC indicator is off 
Possible Reason Solution 

Battery fault 
Check the battery, replace it when 
necessary 

Polarity reverse 
check the connection; the AC inverter may 
be damaged; replace the inverter(out of 
warranty) 

Fault: Tested Output voltage is too low 

Possible Reason Solution 

When testing the voltage of 
Modified Sine Wave system, the 
number may be 5 to 10 less than its 
real value or more tested by normal 
Multimeter 

Test the output voltage with RMS Multimeter 

Fault: the screen displays F02，F03 code 
Possible Reason Solution 

AC Inverter is protected caused by 
under voltage or high temperature 

Charge and cool the system; improve the 
ventilation surround the system; please put 
the system in a shady and cool place; reduce 
the load and output current as required 

Fault:  continuous working hour is less than estimated time 
Possible Reason Solution 

Power consumption of load is more 
than that the system can supply 

Reduce the power consumption of appliance 

Battery fault, aging or damaged Replace the battery 

Insufficient charging  Charging the system 

Current collapsed when get through 
the wire 

Reduce the length of wire or use thick wires 
instead  

Fault: appliances don't work, AC indicator is red and on 
Possible Reason Solution 

Power consumption of load is more 
than that the system can supply, so 
overload protection is started 

Only use those appliances whose power is 
less than the AC continuous power 

Though the power of load is under 
120W, but its peak power is too 
high; overload protection is started 

Peak power of load is over that of AC output. 
Use those appliances whose peak power is 
or less than that of AC output 

Alarm is given off Charging the system 
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Warning 
 

Safety First 

Incorrect operation or installation may be dangerous or lead to 
unexpected damage. Please read the instruction carefully before 
operating. You should pay much attention to the messages of warning 
and attention. The messages of attention remind you that it may cause 
damage to the system or other equipment in certain condition or 
operating methods. However, the warning messages tell you that is may 
be harmful to yourself in certain situation. 

Warning: 

Children should be away from the AC output terminal. AC output voltage 
is the same as the household socket output. Please be careful with the 
AC output terminal 

Do not try to disassemble or change any part of the system. It may lead 
to electric shock hazard. Only distributor or assigned people can check 
its inside parts, change and do repair work. 

Stop using the system if it has fallen into ground or its shell has been 
broken. Otherwise, it may cause fire or electric shock. 

Put the system away from high-temperature sensitive materials when the 
AC output is working. Since AC inverter may cause high temperature up 

to over 60℃ when it continually supplies energy for high power 

appliances. 

Warning: 

Do not use the function of AC output in places where there exists 
inflammable gas or petrol, such as the bottom of petrol driven ships or 
places near the inflammable and explosive gas tank, etc. 

Please turn off the system, when you find smoke, poison gas or odor 
escaping from the inside of the system during its working period. 
Otherwise, it may cause fire or electric shock. After you make sure that 
all disappeared, please contact the distributor or customer service center 
immediately. 
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Attention 
 

Attention: The waveform of the system is non-sinusoidal 
curve 

Some chargers that charge nickel-cadmium battery are not 
suitable to connect the AC Output terminal, or it may destroy 
the charger, such as small battery-driven appliances, 
rechargeable flashlight, electric shaver and searchlight, etc. So 
is the same with the battery chargers that are marked with 
some warning information that there exists dangerous voltage in 
the battery terminal. 

Attention: 

Do not connect the AC Output terminal of the system with the 
one of public electric supply. Therefore, it may destroy the 
inverter even if the system is turned off. Do not connect the null 
line of any AC load with the earth terminal of the AC output. 

Bylaws of the safety instruction 

1. Do not plug foreign matters into the AC Output terminal or other vent 

holes. 

2. Do not connect the AC output terminal with any other AC 

electriferous wires. 

3. Do not use the AC output when the environment temperature is over 

40℃. 

4. Do not put the system into water or let it exposed in rainy, snowy, 

and foggy environment, etc. 

5. If you do not obey these safety instructions, it may be harmful to 

yourself or destroy the system. Meantime, the damage of the system 

caused by that should not be listed on the guarantee and guarantee 

replacement. 
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Maintenance and Warranty 
 

Maintenance 

 
We recommend make the following examination in order to keep its best 
working performance. 

Make sure the system is installed in clean and dry places. 

Make sure it is ventilated around the system; clean all the dirty or 
fragment on the system. 

Check all the exposed wires; if the insulator of the wires is damaged by 
sunshine, friction, insects, and rats and so on, please do the necessary 
repair work or replacement. 

Please tighten up all the screws of connecting terminal according to the 
advice of manufacturer 

Check whether the LED indicator works normally. Please take corrective 
actions when any failure or incorrect display occurs. 

Check the earth connection of all the parts; verify that all the earth lines 
are grounded firmly and correctly. 

Check the earth terminal; observe whether there exists erosion, damage 
of insulator, and discoloration of wires, high temperature and burning; 
please tighten up all the screws of terminal.  

Check whether there exists dirty, insect nest or erosion; please clean 
them as required. 

If the light arrester is damaged, please replace it immediately to prevent 
the system, even users’ other equipment from thunder strike.      

 

Attention: shock hazard. Please make sure all the power 
supply of the host is turned off before undergo the relevant 
examination or operation. 
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Warranty 

The system is warranted to be free from defects for a period of one year 

from the date of sale. 

Claim Procedure 

Before requesting a warranty service, check the Manual to be certain 

that there is a problem with the system. If it can not be solved, return the 

defective system to us with freight prepaid and provide proof of date and 

place of purchase. To obtain rapid service under this warranty, the 

returned product must include the model, serial number, detailed reason 

for the failure, module type and related parameter, battery type and 

system loads. Above-mentioned information is critical to handle your 

warranty claim rapidly. 

We don't take the responsibility of system damage due to incorrect 

operation or not obeying the instruction of the manual. Please refer to the 

above maintenance procedure; we only charge the maintenance costs.  
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Technical Specification 
 

 

TYP 3HZ-HMP50 

Solar Panel 50W 

Input Voltage 17.6V 

Battery 12V/24AH 

Continuous output power 220V/120W 

Continuous Output Power for 30 
minutes 

220V/150W 

Peak Power 220V/300W 

Output Voltage 5V/12V/220V± 10% 

Output Frequency 50Hz± 2 

No load Current < 0.5A 

Indicator 
LCD & LED working status 
indicator 

Output Waveform Modified Waveform 

Automatic Protection 

Overload, short circuit, over 
temperature,  

Under-voltage/overvoltage 

Working Temperature -10℃ + 50℃ 

Storage Temperature -30℃ + 70℃ 

*Avoid direct sunshine and rain when operating outdoors 
 

We reserve the right to explain the terms of this manual and the right to change the 

parameters without prior notice. 

 

 


